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This paper deals with differences in word order between two sets of Low German letters from the 15th
century: letters sent from Swedish cities and letters sent from other parts of the Hanseatic sphere. In the
letters originating from Sweden, the so-called brace construction (whereby the ﬁnite and non-ﬁnite
verbs are separated by a non-subject argument) is, just as in 15th century Swedish, evenly distributed
across main and subordinate clauses; in non-Swedish letters, on the other hand, the brace is predomi-
nantly a main clause word order. The paper argues that this difference can be explained by the scribal
practices of the Swedish chancelleries, involving instantaneous transference from (dictated) Swedish to
(written) Low German.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The nature of the Scandinavian-Low German contact in the
Middle Ages has been investigated extensively in the past. One of
the lingering questions concerns whether this contact was between
(to some extent) mutually intelligible varieties, i.e. dialect contact,
or between varieties that were so different that monolinguals could
not understand each other, i.e. language contact. In the traditional
literature, it was (more or less implicitly) assumed that active
bilingualism was commonplace, which, in turn, would be an indi-
cator of language contact [35]; cf. also Ref. [19]. However, since theallenberg Foundation (KAW,
article has beneﬁted greatly
td. This is an open access article uearly 1990s, scholars have grown increasingly skeptical of this old
truth [14,2,3]. Nowadays, dialect contact, involving so called semi-
communication [12], is seen as the unmarked characterization of
the Scandinavian-Low German contact situation [7].
Recently, I have entered the scenewith a couple of articles about
word order variation in late mediaeval Swedish and Low German
[23,24]. In Ref. [23], I claim that Low German inﬂuenced Swedish
word order, but that the inﬂuence was superﬁcial, revealing a
ﬂawed perception (in the sense of Ref. [31]) of the source language,
which would indicate a lack of active bilingualism. In Ref. [24],
however, this conclusion is refuted; instead, I argue that there was,
in fact, mutual syntactic inﬂuence between actively bilingual in-
dividuals, as evidenced by the presence of Swedish word order in
the local Low German variety of Stockholm.
In this paper, I will continue the debate that I started in
Ref. [23,24] about howword order variationmight shed light on the
nature of the Swedish-Low German contact in the late Middle Ages.nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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in Low German texts from Sweden has a different status than
hitherto assumed. At this time (i.e. around 1500), Swedish and
Low German allowed more or less the same ordering of a ﬁnite
verb, an argument and a non-ﬁnite verb. However, the languages
differed with respect to how frequently some orders occurred
in actual usage. More speciﬁcally, placing an argument between
the verbs in subordinate clauses was common in Swedish, but
occurred only sporadically in continental Low German. On the
other hand, Low German texts from Sweden contain almost as
many inter-verbal arguments in subordinate contexts as do
Swedish texts.
I will argue that this convergence of word orders is not a case of
L2 transfer (as I claim in Ref. [24]). Rather, the Low German lan-
guage in a Swedish setting is the product of the environment in
which it was created: LowGerman scribes composed letters in their
mother tongue, but these letters were based on Swedish dictation.
To support this account, I will present two sorts of evidence. First,
there are no L2 traits below the syntactic level (as shown by
Ref. [16]), which is unexpected if we are indeed dealing with some
sort of L2 Low German. Second, contemporary comments about
scribal problems show, indirectly, that dictating messages in
Swedish to Low German scribes was a common procedure in the
Swedish chancelleries.
A prerequisite for such a production process being successful is
that both scribe and sender have a receptive (but not necessarily
active) knowledge of the other variety, i.e. of Swedish and of Low
German respectively. However, some scribes were not used to
taking Swedish dictation. And outside the Swedish realm, Swedish
was clearly perceived as a foreign language.2. Embracing the argument across the board
In this paper, we will be concerned with a certain type of word
order that involves a ﬁnite (Vf) and a non-ﬁnite verb (Vnf) being
intercepted by a (non-subject) argument (A), i.e. Vf-A-Vnf. This word
order is sometimes referred to as the brace construction, since the
two verb forms embrace the argument, as it were. In the German
tradition, building on Ref. [6], the verbal brace (German Verbal-
klammer) is seen as a main clause phenomenon; corresponding
strings in subordinate clauses are thus referred to by other labels
(e.g. Distanzstellung; see Ref. [17]:247). Here and in the following, I
use the term brace as referring to the order Vf-A-Vnf in all clause
types. In that way, my use of the term is wider than the traditional
one. At the same time, it is more limited, excluding orders where
there are only adjuncts between the verb forms. The reason for this
limitation is that I want to be able to compare my results with those
I presented in Ref. [22], where all braces include inter-verbal
arguments.1 For explanations of the non-occurrence of Vnf-A-Vf across Germanic, see
Ref. [1]; cf. also [26].
2 In both Low German and Swedish, the orders in (4e6) are restricted to sub-
ordinate clauses; the order in (3) may occur in main clauses if Vf is next to the
subject (as in (3b)); see 2.4 for discussion.2.1. Deriving the brace
During the 15th and 16th centuries, the brace occurred in both
Swedish (Sw) and Low German (LG) texts, in both main ((1)) and
subordinate ((2)) clauses:
(1) a. so wille wi se noch gerne mit rechte Vf-A-Vnf (LG)
so would we them still gladly with justice
vorcheden
separate.INF
‘then, we would gladly separate them legally’
(Lübeck:1883)b. Hwar aff skal iagh thetta weta? Vf-A-Vnf (Sw)
where of shall I this know.INF
‘How am I supposed to know this?’
(GVB: Luke, 1:18)
(2) a. dat he scholde syne sunde bichten Vf-A-Vnf (LG)
that he should his sins confess.INF
‘that he should confess his sins’
(15th century Low German, from Ref. [17]:249)
b. wm I wilen han fordarffwa Vf-A-Vnf (Sw)
if you.PL would him corrupt.INF
‘if you would corrupt him’
(7vise:181)
In fact, all logically possible orderings of Vf, A and Vnf, except
Vnf-A-Vf,1 can be found in both languages; see (3e6) below.2
(3) a. dat Christus in er wolde vormeren Vf-Vnf-A (LG)
that C in you.PL would expand.INF
den ghelouen
the promise
‘that Christ would expand his promise to you’
(15th Low German, from Ref. [17]:141)
b. att han wille g€ora fredz f€orbundVf-Vnf-A (Sw)
that he wanted.PST make.INF peace alliance
‘that he wanted to make a peace alliance’
(Petri:2)
(4) a. dat he my sall danken A-Vf-Vnf (LG)
that he me shall thank.INF
‘that he shall thank me’
(Sture:94)
b. huad han och thet wille seia A-Vf-Vnf (Sw)
if he too that wanted.PST say.INF
‘if he wanted to say that too’
(Early 16th century example, from Ref. [8]:160)
(5) a. als wi ju eer gebeden hebben A-Vnf-Vf (LG)
as we MOD.PART you.PL asked.PTCP have.PRS
‘as we have asked you’
(Lübeck:1884)
b. såsom the oss sagdt haffua A-Vnf-Vf (Sw)
as they us said.PTCP have.PRS
‘as they have said to us’
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(6) a. dar ynne du don werst de tekene Vnf-Vf-A (LG)
where in you.SG do.INF will the signs
‘where you will do the signs’
(LB: Ex., 4:17)
b. en l€akiare som l€akia kan th€an Vnf-Vf-A (Sw)
a physician that heal.INF can the
skadha man faar aff ordhom
injury one gets of words
‘a physician who can heal the injury you get from words’
(15th century example, from Petzell forthcoming [25])
Although we thus ﬁnd the same surface orders in 15th and 16th
century Swedish and Low German, the languages were, it seems,
structurally quite different. In [22], I argue (following [5]) that
Swedish at this time had a strictly head-initial VP3; I thus treat all
orders except the basic Vf-Vnf-A order as derived by left movement
([22]:156e160); see (7aed) below.
(7) a. Swedish Vf-Vnf-A
[VP Vf [VP Vnf A]]
b. Swedish A-Vf-Vnf
[VP Aj Vf [VP tj Vnf tj]]
c. Swedish A-Vnf-Vf
[VP Aj Vnf tj]k [VP Vf tk]
d. Swedish Vnf-Vf-A4
Vnfv [VP Vf [VP tv A]]
By contrast, Low German is analysed by Ref. [21] as an OV lan-
guage with the order varying between Vf and Vnf (ibid.:163). In her
account, (4a) and (5a) represent the two basic orders, whereas (3a)
and (6a) are derived by rightward movement of A; see (8aed).
(8) a. Low German Vf-Vnf-A
[VP tj [VP Vf Vnf]] Aj
b. Low German A-Vf-Vnf
[VP A [VP Vf Vnf]]
c. Low German A-Vnf-Vf
[VP A [VP Vnf Vf]]
d. Low German Vnf-Vf-A
[VP tj [VP Vnf Vf]] Aj
An underlying structural difference between Swedish and Low
German along the lines sketched above calls for different analyses of
the brace (i.e. (1e2)). Still, both were V2 languages (see e.g. Ref. [27]3 Before 1300, Swedish appears to have been a proper OV language [5]. Present-
day Swedish, on the other hand, does not allow any of the orders in (1e6) where an
argument precedes a verb form and/or a non-ﬁnite verb precedes the ﬁnite one, i.e.
only (3b) is still in use.
4 In Swedish, Vnf-Vf-A occurs only as an instance of so-called stylistic fronting,
which means that it is restricted to clauses without a subject or, marginally, to
clauses with a pronominal subject (see [25] for discussion).on LowGerman, and Ref. [8] on Swedish). Consequently, at least the
main clause brace (1aeb)would haveVf in the same position in both
Swedish and LowGerman (i.e. in C), the OV order towards the end of
the clause being derived and basic respectively; see (9aeb) below. In
(Ref. [22]:180), I consider the Swedish subordinate brace to be quite
similar to themain clause version: the post-verbal argumentmoves
to the left within the lower VP in both contexts. As for Vf in subor-
dinate clauses, it either moves out of the VP, just as it does in main
clauses, but to I5 instead of C (which hosts a complementiser in
subordinate clauses) or remains in situ in VP; see (10aeb).6
(9) Main clause brace in:
a. Low German:
[C Vfv] … [VP A [VP tv Vnf]]
b. Swedish:
[C Vfv] … [VP tv [VP Aj Vnf tj]]
(10) Subordinate brace in Swedish:
a. [C Comp]… [I Vfv] … [VP tv [VP Aj Vnf tj]]
b. [C Comp]… [VP Vf [VP Aj Vnf tj]]
In Low German, on the other hand, ﬁnite verbs do not normally
move at all in subordinate contexts. The question is, then, how the
separation of Vf and Vnf is accomplished in examples like (2a)
above. This does not seem to be a case of VP-postponing, as pro-
posed for the Flemish subordinate brace by Ref. [9]. Their analysis is
shown in (11) below; here, the non-ﬁnite verb and all its comple-
ments (i.e. XP) are moved to the right of the ﬁnite verb, creating the
brace without displacing the ﬁnite verb.
(11) Subordinate brace in Flemish:
tj Vf [VP XP Vnf]j
My reason for not adopting this analysis for Low German is that
in most cases only single elements occur between the verb forms.
Ref. [17] shows that out of all subordinate examples where Vf and
Vnf are separated, as many as 87% have only one element wedged
between them (ibid.:249). Other elements (adjuncts as well as ar-
guments) both precede and follow the verbal cluster in these cases,
as can be seen in (12) below. On a postponing account, this pattern
is unexpected. More speciﬁcally, moving the entire non-ﬁnite VP to
the right of the ﬁnite verb (as in Flemish) should create braces with
more than one element between the verbs on a more regular basis.
(12) dat ik mit dyneme orloue mach de varlike striden
that I with your.SG approval may the dangerous dispute
annemen vmme dat guldene vluesz
accept.INF about the golden ﬂeece
‘that with your approval I can take on the dangerous dispute
about the golden ﬂeece’
(late 15th century Low German from Ref. [17]:249)5 V-to-I movement is no longer an option in Mainland Scandinavian; only in
Icelandic is it still a robust part of the grammatical system (see [36]).
6 The latter option seems to have become more common after 1500; see (i),
where the preverbal negation indicates that Vf has not moved out of the VP.
(i) att man icke kunde elden uthsl€ackia
that one not could ﬁre.DEF put-out.INF
‘that you could not put out the ﬁre’ (Gyll:27)
Table 1
The distribution of braces across clause types in two Low German samples.
Main clause Vf-A-Vnf Sub clause Vf-A-Vnf Total Vf-A-Vnf
# % # % # %
Swedish
Low German
58 61% 37 39% 95 100%
Non-Swedish
Low German
75 96% 3 4% 78 100%
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dinate brace as a case of embedded main clause word order (so-
called CP-recursion). Certainly, embedding a CP under a com-
plementiser was possible in some contexts in both Low German
(Ref. [21]:165) and Swedish (Ref. [8]:166e169). However, if an
embedded V2 structure of the type shown in (9a) is indeed what
regularly creates subordinate braces in Low German, the strong
preponderance of single elements between the verb forms reported
by Ref. [17] is difﬁcult to understand. Also, in a CP-structure, the
subject and the ﬁnite verb are predicted always to be adjacent,
which they are not.7
An alternative is that there is no movement of verbal categories
at all. Instead, the Low German subordinate brace could be the
result of the Vf-Vnf cluster being intercepted by an argument; see
(13), where this intercepting argument is surrounded by //.
(13) Subordinate brace in Low German:
[C Comp]… [VP Vf/A/Vnf]
On this account, it comes as no surprise that the brace, as in (12),
may coincide with orders where the verbal cluster is preceded or
followed (or both) by other elements. The interception cuts off Vf
from Vnf but does not have any large-scale effects on the structure
as a whole.8 As shown by Refs. [10,11,33], this sort of splitting of
verbal clusters occurs among the Germanic OV languages, whereas
it is normally impossible in VO varieties. Furthermore, the splitting
analysis, which treats the subordinate brace as a disrupted version,
as it were, of the normal VP, predicts this order to be somewhat
marginal. In Swedish, on the other hand, we expect an even spread
of the brace across main and subordinate clauses, given that it is
derived in more or less the same fashion in the two contexts (see
(9b) and (10)). As we will see in the following two subsections
(2.2e2.3), both predictions are borne out when we consider
Swedish texts and Low German texts from the continent (i.e. from
outside of Sweden). However, Low German texts from Sweden
show a distribution of braces that is reminiscent of the corre-
sponding distribution in Swedish.2.2. The brace in Swedish and non-Swedish Low German
In Ref. [24], I investigate braces in Low German texts from
Sweden and from the continent. I reach the conclusion that the
subordinate use of braces is something of a Swedish trademark.
However, the collection of Swedish Low German that I consider in
Ref. [24] is rather small and the texts are of a different kind than the
continental ones that I study. I compare six ofﬁcial letters from 15th
century Stockholm with 13 gospel verses from the Lübeck bible,
which makes it hard to rule out the possibility that we are actually
dealing with a genre difference.
In order to begin to rule out that possibility, I have nowcompiled
a corpus of 66 letters in Low German from the 15th century. 35 of
them were sent by either Sten Sture or Krister Nilsson, who were
Swedish high ofﬁcials during the early (Nilsson) and late (Sture)
part of the 15th century. Most of Sture’s letters were sent from
Stockholm or Åbo (now in Finland), and most of Nilsson’s from
Viborg (now in Russia); a few letters werewritten in other places in7 Nevertheless, embedded V2 may well have been a useful structural resource in
certain cases when accommodating Low German word order to Swedish (see 2.4
below).
8 It might be that the interception in (13) is not even syntactic in the sense of [28]
but is a purely phonological sort of displacement (see also Ref. [25]). It would lead
us too far astray to further discuss that possibility here.the vicinity of their usual places of residence. The remaining 31
letters come from other parts of the Low German language sphere,
between the early and late 15th century: from Lübeck, Bremen,
G€ottingen, Reval and Dorpat, all sent by the members of the local
council. In sum, we have a collection of 15th century letters, divided
into a Swedish section and a non-Swedish section.9 It might seem
problematic to limit the Swedish corpus to letters by only two
senders. However, my intention is not to obtain a representative
sample of Low German texts written in Sweden. Instead, I want to
be certain that the sender is indeed a native speaker of Swedish.
From the corpus, I have excerpted all brace constructions, i.e. all
sequences of Vf-A-Vnf. In total, there are 95 such sequences in the
Swedish section and 78 in the non-Swedish one. The distribution of
braces across main and subordinate clauses in the two sections of
the corpus is shown in Table 1.10
As we can see, there is a clear difference between the Swedish
letters, where almost 40% of the braces are subordinate, and the
other letters, where the brace is more or less a main clause word
order. These results corroborate my preliminary results reported in
(Ref. [24]:177). Furthermore, the conclusion that braces are more or
less reserved for main clauses in the non-Swedish texts (see the
bottom row of Table 1) is conﬁrmed by M€ahl’s [17] large-scale
investigation of what he calls multi-membered verb complexes in
continental LowGerman from ca.1300e1600. Out of all instances of
a split Vf-Vnf-sequence (where the brace is included) in M€ahl’s
sample, only 5% occur in subordinate clauses (Ref. [23]:212, 237).2.3. Scandinavian braces
The usage of braces across the board in Swedish Low German
(see the second row of Table 1 above) very much resembles the
usage of braces in Swedish texts from the same time: as I show in
Ref. [22], subordinate and main clause braces were equally com-
mon, both in Old (i.e. pre-15th century) and Early Modern Swedish.
Over time, the brace certainly becomes less frequent compared to
other possible orderings of Vf, Vnf and A: in Old Swedish, almost
half of all orders are braces; in Early Modern Swedish, this number
drops to under 20% (Ref. [22]:169e170).What is crucial, however, is
that the distribution of braces across main and subordinate clauses
is chronologically stable; this is shown in Table 2.
Furthermore, as shown by Ref. [20], Copenhagen Low German
from the 15th century ﬁts into the same pattern. 15th century
Danish was like Swedish in employing subordinate braces on a
regular basis (ibid.:202), and the Low German in Copenhagen was
like Danish in this respect (ibid.:204), just as Swedish Low German
was like Swedish. Møller Bak investigates the ratio between brace
(Vf-X-Vnf) and no brace (Vf-Vnf) in subordinate clauses, rather than
the distribution of braces betweenmain and subordinate clauses as9 The two sections contain roughly the same number of words: just over (non-
Swedish) or just shy of (Swedish) 9000.
10 It would lead us too far astray to discuss the details within the two sections. For
the present purpose, however, it sufﬁces that there is a clear distinction between
Swedish and non-Swedish usage of braces.
Table 2
The distribution of braces across clause types in older Swedish (adapted from Ref. [22]:170, 176e177).
Main clause Vf-A-Vnf Sub clause Vf-A-Vnf Total Vf-A-Vnf
# % # % # %
Old Swedish (texts from 13the15th c.) 77 52% 70 48% 147 100%
Early Modern Swedish (texts from 16the17th c.) 17 47% 19 53% 36 100%
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but also examples where there are only adjuncts between the verb
forms (hence the X between the verbs; cf. M€ahl’s split Vf-Vnf se-
quences above). Møller Bak’s investigation includes two samples of
Low German (from Lübeck and Copenhagen) and one sample of
Danish; his results are given in Table 3.
Although there are methodical differences between my surveys
and that of Møller Bak, the main point remains the same. Be it the
more limited brace (as in Tables 1 and 2) or the wider one (as in
Table 3), compared to non-braces in subordinate clauses (as in
Table 3) or to braces in main clauses (as in Tables 1 and 2), conti-
nental and Scandinavian Low German still differ from each other in
the same way: the word order in the latter form of Low German
bears a striking resemblance to Scandinavian word order.Table 3
The ratio between subordinate Vf-Vnf and Vf-X-Vnf in two varieties of Low German
and in Danish (adapted from Ref. [20]:202, 204).
Vf-Vnf Vf-X-Vnf
# % # %2.4. Concluding remarks
In sum, there was indeed a Scandinavian twist to the Low
German used in the Scandinavian cities in the 15th century: in
Stockholm, Åbo and Viborg, as well as in Copenhagen, the wide-
spread usage of subordinate braces in the Scandinavian majority
language, i.e. Swedish or Danish (cf. Tables 2 and 3 above), seems to
have been transmitted to the local Low German. As argued in 2.1,
the subordinate brace represents different structures in Low
German and Swedish.11 In Swedish, the subordinate brace is
structurally very similar to the main clause brace (cf. (9b) and (10)
above), but in Low German, the subordinate brace is typically the
outcome of a split verbal cluster (see (13)), which is otherwise held
together (see (8aed)). Still, nothing in principle prevents the
splitting of verbal clusters from being used more often, as an
adaptation to the word order habits of the majority language. In
addition, embedded main clause word order could have been
employed to a greater extent than usual. Such an account is only
tenable for clauses with V2 word order; see the brace in (14a)
below, where the subject (se) and the ﬁnite verb (wolden) are
adjacent, which is consistent with both of them being in CP (cf.
(14a’)). In contrast, when the subject and the ﬁnite verb are sepa-
rated by some element, the split cluster analysis is the only option;
see (14b), where the subject is followed by the phrase myt vrede,
indicating that Vf has not moved out of the VP (cf. (14b’)).
(14) a. dat se wolden sik noch bedenken S-Vf
that they would REFL again consider.INF
‘that you would reconsider’
(Nilsson:2872)
a’. [C dat [CP sei [C woldenv] [IP ti tv [VP ti sik noch
[VP tv bedenken]]]]]
b. dat de juwen vnde de varende koepman S-X-Vf
that the your.PL and the travelling merchant11 The analysis of Swedish might hold for Danish as well, but I will not pursue the
matter here.myt vrede mochte syne berghinghe zoken
with peace might REFL.POSS livelihood pursue.INF
‘that your people as well as the travelling merchant may each
pursue their own livelihood’
(Sture:96)
b’ [C dat [IP [de juwen vnde de varende koepman]i
[VP ti myt vrede [VP mochte/syne berghinghe/bedenken]]]]
Now, the question is how the extended usage of Vf-A-Vnf
(regardless of what the underlying structure might be) came about,
i.e. how the Swedish/Danish word order tendencies were trans-
ferred to Low German. Both me (Ref. [24]) and Ref. [20], apparently
independently of each other, have suggested that there must have
been some sort of L2 tranfer, the L2 trait being an exaggerated usage
of subordinate braces. Either the transfer was direct, on account of
the scribe not having Low German as his mother tongue
(Ref. [20]:203), or indirect, in that L2 traits would have been
incorporated in a Low German contact variety (Ref. [24]:178e179).3. Problems with an L2 account of the Swedish twist
If the much higher proportion of subordinate braces in the local
Scandinavian version of Low German is indeed due to L2 transfer,
we should be able to ﬁnd other types of L2 traits as well. According
to M€ahl (Ref. [16]:2008:132e134), Low German texts from 15th
century Stockholm were, however, strikingly unaffected by Swed-
ish. Based on a series of phonological, morphological and lexical
parameters, the Stockholm variety is, in fact, very much reminis-
cent of the Low German dialects of the Baltic coast, occasionally
containing some Westfalian traits (Ref. [16]:127e130).
The Swedish inﬂuence is highly marginal: apart from purely
orthographic features, some locally used texts in M€ahl’s Stockholm
corpus (e.g. texts in Low German addressing someone in the city,
rather than someone abroad) may contain Swedish words that, for
instance, refer to local buildings. As M€ahl points out, however, such
borrowings are motivated simply by the lack of a Low German label
for local phenomena (Ref. [16]:133). Setting such superﬁcial details
aside, the texts are, M€ahl stresses, written “in fehlfreiem Mittel-
niederdeutsch” [in ﬂawless Middle Low German] (ibid.:135). In
sum, nothing in M€ahl’s survey of linguistic traits below the syn-
tactic level in Stockholm Low German indicates that there was any
L2 transfer (direct or indirect) going on.
Intriguingly, the data discussed thus far in the paper point inLübeck Chancellery (1400e1449), Low German 151 91% 15 9%
Copenhagen Chancellery (1400e1449), Low German 59 60% 39 40%
Copenhagen Chancellery (1400e1449), Danish 30 57% 23 43%
E.M. Petzell / Ampersand 3 (2016) 143e150148different directions. The word order (see 2.2e2.3) indicates L2
transfer. M€ahl's (2008) scrutiny of sub-syntactic traits, on the other
hand, points to an L1 Low German of the continental type; the
occasional use of local words for local things does not have the
power to indicate anything else. How these diverging tendencies
can be explained by considering the local scribal practices is the
topic of the next section.4. Everyone needs a good scribe
We know that scribes composed letters in the chancelleries of
the Swedish cities just as they did in such environments all over
Europe e the sender, who is known through the signature, and the
person doing the actual writing thus, as a rule, being two different
persons. Sometimes we know the name of the scribe as well. This is
the case for the scribes of the city council of Stockholm for the
better part of the 15th century (Ref. [30]:288e289). However, more
often the scribe is unknown (see Ref. [16]:49).
Even if it may be difﬁcult to identify the scribes, let alone to say
anything convincing about their linguistic proﬁles, the very content
of a letter can, occasionally, present us with clues regarding the
production process. And if details in the production process are
revealed, wemay be able to characterize more exactly the nature of
the Low German language in the letters.
In two of the letters from Nilsson we ﬁnd precisely this sort of
meta-information, which reveals important details about the
typical interaction between scribe and sender. Both of these letters
werewrittenwhen Nilssonwas travelling outside of Viborg, the city
where he was governor.12 Being away from his ofﬁce meant, among
other things, being without access to his regular scribe. Conse-
quently, Nilsson experiences more or less severe scribal problems.4.1. Scribal problems
The ﬁrst of Nilsson’s letters from the ﬁeld begins like this:
(15) Wetet, gude vrende, dat ich hade gerne ju
Know good friends that I had willingly you
togescreven up Duetsch
to-written in German
‘Know this, my friends, that I would have gladly written to
you in German’.
(Nilsson:2888)
He states that hewould havewritten the letter in German; but it
is indeed in German. How do we explain this contradiction?
A ﬁrst clue to unravelling this mystery is provided by the letter
itself. It is directed to the council in Reval. However, it lacks a proper
signature, and it does not look the way original letters from foreign
senders usually look (see Ref. [34]:47e48). The only conclusion that
makes sense (which is also drawn by Bunge, ibid.:48) is that the
letter was originally composed in Swedish, signed, dispatched and
eventually translated into Low German by someone in Reval (the
Swedish original having disappeared at some point).
What follows indicates that writing letters in Swedish is hardly
the normal procedure when corresponding with foreign cities.
However, being in the country outside of Viborg, Nilsson does not12 One of them was issued in Helsinge, a rural village on the location where the
city of Helsinki (established in the 16th century) is today, the other in Sant Havene,
presumably referring to the salt port in or in the vicinity of Reval.have access to the scribal infrastructure that he is accustomed to:
(16) nu en hebbe ik niimande, de dat kan to Duetsche scriven
now not have I no-one who that can to German write.INF
‘however, at present, I have no-one who can write it to
German’
(Nilsson:2834)
Apparently, he lacks a scribe who canwrite his message (i.e. ‘it’)
‘to German’. Before trying to interpret exactly what this means, we
can at least conclude that the normal situation must have been
exactly the opposite: a scribe that could indeed perform what the
writer of (16) cannot, namely ‘write it to German’. This hardly refers
to a straightforward act of translation, i.e. replacing the forms but
keeping the medium constant; the regular Low German word for
such a process would be ümmesetten [29]. In fact, what the
formulation in (16) appears to indicate is that Nilsson is used to
transference taking place on two levels simultaneously. First, there
is a shift in medium, from the spoken word of the sender to the
written word of the scribe, the standard procedure in the chan-
celleries of mediaeval Europe since the days of Charlemagne (see
Ref. [18]:835e37 for some early examples). Second, there is the
shift in linguistic variety, from Nilsson’s dictated Swedish to the
written Low German of the scribe, as would have been the process
in Viborg. For something like this towork, both parties need to be at
least receptively bilingual. The scribe has to instantly understand
the Swedish he hears, and Nilsson needs to make sure that the
scribe has indeed expressed what he has dictated.13
However, judging from Nilsson’s other letter that was written in
the ﬁeld, LowGerman scribes did not in general understand spoken
Swedish with such ease. This letter appears to have been issued
outside Swedish territory, and it informs us that Nilsson ﬁnds
himself forced to keep the message short:
(17) wente ik nu tor tiid genen guden schriver
since I now to.DEF.ART time no good scribe
bi mi en hebbe
by me not have
‘since I do not have any decent scribe at the present time’
(Nilsson:2888)
Presumably, the reason the scribe is not highly regarded by
Nilsson is that his ability to listen to Swedish and write in Low
German is not as reﬁned as that of the scribe back in Viborg. Clearly,
it is not the writing in German that is the problem (as it was in
(16)); the letter in which (17) occurs arrived in this Low German
shape at the council in Reval. The problem in this case is, most
likely, that Nilsson proceeds as he usually does, in effect struggling
to convey his message to an unfamiliar scribe who certainly knows
his Low German but is not used to taking dictation in Swedish.
However, had Nilsson had an active knowledge of Low German, the
scribe would, naturally, have passed as satisfactory.13 The link between the dictated message and the actual letter was most often not
direct. When listening to the sender, the scribe would make a draft, a so-called
concept, which was then written out on parchment, signed, sealed and dis-
patched (see Ref. [15]:51e52 for Swedish examples, Ref. [13]:21 for Low German
examples).
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Given the production process of letters in Viborg revealed above
through the study of deviations, the nature of the Swedish Low
German in these letters now makes perfect sense: it shows a
Swedish distribution of braces, simply because there is a Swede
dictating the letter in Swedish. Such subtleties as employing a
certain word order a bit too often or in an exaggerated manner are
not really for the scribe to adjust.14 In other words, even if the scribe
aims at (and succeeds in; see section 3 above) producing good Low
German, it is perfectly natural (and probably inevitable) that there
is a source language bias in the syntactic choices that he makes. In
the end, the subordinate brace is not ungrammatical in Low
German, it merely represents a structure that is a bit marginal (see
(13) and (14) above) and simply not used that often in texts from
the continent. Seeing as subordinate braces are exaggerated in the
letters by Sture just as much as (or evenmore than) in the letters by
Nilsson, it would be fair to presume that the bilingual production of
letters taking place in Viborg (where Nilsson resided) was also the
case in Stockholm or Åbo when Sture dictated his letters.155. Concluding remarks
As we have now seen, Swedish senders and LowGerman scribes
appear to have worked well together in the 15th century Swedish
chancelleries. Judging from the investigation of the usage of braces
(i.e. Vf-A-Vnf), the scribes seem to have dug deep into the pile of
syntactic resources to accommodate the Low German form to the
linguistic message of their employer. More speciﬁcally, the other-
wise quite marginal split verbal cluster ([Vf/A/Vnf]) was employed
to the extreme, possibly reinforced by an extended usage of
embedded V2, as the scribe converted to his own written Low
German the dictated Swedish of the sender, where subordinate
braces would have occurred abundantly. However, the ability of
Low German scribes to take Swedish dictation varied considerably.
And the fact that letters in Swedish were translated into Low
German in Reval indicates, at least, that Swedish did not have the
same status there as Low German had in Sweden.16 In other words,
the varieties cannot have been mutually intelligible to the extent
that anyone knowing one of them could immediately understand
the other without any training. After all, although both varieties
were used on a regular basis in the Swedish cities, this was not the
case in Reval at this time.17 As Trudgill points out, mutual intelli-
gibility simply increases “with exposure” (Ref. [32]:73). This was as
true in the 15th century as it is today: for instance, it comes as no
surprise that people from Malm€o in the south of Sweden (which is
close to the Danish border) are much better at understanding
Danish than people from Stockholm are (Ref. [4]:65). This is as
trivial as the fact that a Low German scribe working for Swedes in
Sweden came to understand Swedish much better than a Low
German scribe working outside of Sweden.14 In the letter that was translated in Reval (see (15e16)), the Swedish word order
has also found its way into the Low German. This letter contains an equal amount of
subordinate and main clause braces. By contrast, in the other letters from Reval
(included in the non-Swedish section in my corpus), no subordinate braces occur.
15 It seems likely that the production of Low German in Copenhagen (see 2.3
above) was carried out in the same fashion. Lacking evidence from Danish letters, I
refrain from further speculations.
16 There are Swedish introductions to and sometimes even summaries of Low
German documents to be found in the chancelleries of Stockholm, as shown by
M€ahl (Ref. [16]:50e51). However, nothing indicates that Low German in general, in
this environment, needed translation.
17 Reval was under Swedish rule only much later (1561e1721).Sources
Swedish Low German
Nilsson¼ Bunge, F.G. von (Ed.). 1867. Liv-, esth-und curl€andisches
Urkundenbuch (LECUB), Vol. 5, 1414e1423. Riga: Kymmel. [Let-
ters: 2834, 2736, 2865e67, 2871e73, 2876e89]
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G€ottingen¼ Schmidt, Gustav (Ed.). 1867. Urkundenbuch der Stadt
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GVB ¼ Lindqvist, N. (Ed.). 1941. Nya Testamentet i Gustaf Vasas
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[original from 1541]
Gyll ¼ Hausen, R. (Ed.). 1882. Diarium Gyllenianum eller P.M.
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7vise ¼ Klemming, G. (Ed.). 1887e1889. Prosadikter från Sveriges
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Stockholm: Norstedts. [original from the 1440s]
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